
Step 1 

Place the feet in the assembly 

area approximately six feet apart 

and slide the vertical pole sections 

onto the foot as shown. 

Step 5 
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Open the yellow sandwichboards 

and place them parallel to vertical 

poles. 

Step 9 

Step 2 

Assemble top and bottom 

horizontal profiles. Slide two 

sections togethers as shown. Using 

the torx key, rotate clockwis 1/4 turn 

to lock in place and tighten the torx 

screw on the bottom of the profile. 

Step 6 

Tilt the display down so the 

vertical poles rest on the 

yellow sandwich boards. 

Step 10 

Slide the end cap fabric into the top All sections are pre conected, just 

and bottom proflie as shown. Beginning push together until I parts click. 

at one end, tuck the side of the fabrice 

into the center slot of the vertical pole. 

If you are using Plexigas end caps, see 

instructions supplied separately. 

Step 3 

With torx locks facing the back of 

display, slide the fabric into the 

curved side of the top and bottom 

profile. 
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Step 4 

Attach the horizontal profiles to the 

vertical poles using the torx key. 

Bottom profile should be flush with 

the bottom of the vertical poles. To 

eliminate the need of a ladder, 

temporarily attach the top profile at 

eye level as shown in step 5. 

Step 7 Step 8 

Release the top profile and attach If used, attach the end cap profiles 

flush with the top of the vertical poles as shown using the torx key. 

using the torx key. Beginning at one 

end, tuck the side of the fabric into 

the center slot of the vertical poles. 

Step 11 

Lift the roof assembly and slide the 

poles evenly and smoothly into the 

vertical poles. The fabric zipper should 

be facing down toward the back of 

the unit. 

Step 12 

If used, you may now attach lights. 

Slide the "T" section into the slot. 

Tighten with the round thumb nut. 



Step 13 

ww .. ,le standing in fronfof the unit, 

SLOWLY, lift with the unit to the 

vertical position. 

\ .. 
Step 14 

- [ciilfirm· all the fabric edges are

pushed neatly and evenly into the

horizontal and vertical profiles.

Step 15 

Enjoy. 
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